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University of Exeter
Cross Keys Café

Crab Shack, 
Newquay

Exeter College 
Dance Studios & Gym

Intercity House, 
Plymouth

Intercity House, 
Plymouth

Coal Orchard, 
Taunton

Hazelbrook SEN School, 
Somerset

Paternoster House, 
Exeter

Exeter Royal Academy 
for Deaf Education

Scott Medical & 
Healthcare College

Redcliffe Quarter,
Bristol

Stadium for 
Cornwall
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Agenda

 Zero Carbon Design Overview

 Drivers for Zero Carbon Design

 Implementation

 Project Based Solutions

 Zero Carbon Building Simulations

 Limitations

 The Future

“67% of the total electricity supply in the UK in 2016  

was consumed in buildings” [HM Government: 2018]
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Net Zero Carbon 
Design

In the context of buildings, Net Zero Carbon means 
reducing the Carbon Emissions associated with the 
operation of the building to zero.

Net Zero Carbon can be achieved by a combination 
of

 Lowering energy demand

 Lowering energy consumption

 On or offsite renewable technology

 Carbon offsetting with negative carbon 
initiatives

“In 2018 a third of the UK’s electricity came from  
renewable sources whilst over half (53%) of the UK  
electricity generation was from low carbon power  
sources” [SmarterBuisness: 2018]
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• Passive daylighting design
The use of natural daylight decreases the need for artificial light, 
therefore decreasing energy demand

• Lighting Controls
Lighting does not switch on in unoccupied room
Lighting does not switch on if there is enough natural light

Lighting Example

• LED Luminaires
Reduces the energy consumed to produce the required 
lighting levels

• Photovoltaic Panels
Generate electricity from the sun, this powers the lighting and 
drops the lighting carbon emissions to net zero

Zero Carbon

Lowers Demand

Lowers Demand

Lowers Consumption
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 Climate Change Act (CCA) calls to 
reduce CO2 emissions by at least 80% 
by 2050,  against a 1990 baseline level.

 The built environment contributes 
around 40% of the UK’s total carbon 
footprint. 

 Local councils have now been tasked  
with creating policies at regional level.

 The ‘case for local action’ diagram to 
the right demonstrates the suggested 
benefits and drivers for this approach.

[UKGBC: Jan 2017]
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Creating  
resilientplaces 

to live and  
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“People spend on average 90% of their time in  
buildings, and 65% of their time in homes” [UKGBC:2017]

Zero Carbon Drivers & Implementation

The Case 
for  Local 

Action

Demonstrating  
leadership in  

meetingcarbon 
targets
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Step One: Fabric energy efficiency
U-values must comply with a defined 
standard better than current building 

regulations. Reduction in Carbon through 
passive design calculated and reported.

Step One Output: Dynamic Simulation Modelling to optimise 
passive  design opportunities and calculate reduction in fabric
improvements

Zero Carbon Implementation – Step 1
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“The key elements for a zero carbon future would include 
efficient and reliable low energy zero carbon technologies and 
intelligent infrastructure systems, supported by visionary and 
robust governance and policy with engaged communities”

[ZeroCarbonHub:2015]

Step Two Output: Demonstrate evidence of Low or Zero Carbon  
feasibility to determine best strategy for proposal

Zero Carbon Implementation – Step 2

Percentage Site Carbon Emissions Saved
35.00%
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Step Two: Low or Zero Carbon (On-Site)
Any emissions that remain from regulated 

services; heating, cooling  ventilation, and fixed 
lighting must be less than the carbon 

compliance limit stipulated by regulations, and a 
feasibility of being delivered by low or zero 

carbon technologies must be carried out.

“The key elements for a zero carbon future would include 
efficient and reliable low energy zero carbon technologies and 
intelligent infrastructure systems, supported by visionary and 
robust governance and policy with engaged communities”

[ZeroCarbonHub:2015]
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“The key elements for a zero carbon future would include 
efficient and reliable low energy zero carbon technologies and 
intelligent infrastructure systems, supported by visionary and 
robust governance and policy with engaged communities”

[ZeroCarbonHub:2015]

Zero Carbon Implementation – Step 3

Step Three: Allowable Solutions
Any remaining emissions not reduced to zero by 

this point two must  be met using allowable 
solutions, either on-site, near-site of off-site.

Combination Approach

High level of fabric  performance, required % of LZC on-site 
technologies, offset met  utilising allowable solutions.

[Zero Carbon Hub: 2015]
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Project Based Solutions

“There are 12 years left to prevent global temperatures rising  
beyond 1.5° C which would cause very severe impacts”

[IPCC Climate Change:2018]

Ranking System Key

Energy Saving  

Capital Cost  

Buildability

Well-being

Energy Saving

An indication of how effective this measure is at providing  
an reduction in energy and thus carbon for new-build  
applications..

Capital Cost

An indication of the capital cost relative to the installation  
for new-build application.

Buildability

An indication of the complexity of installationand  
buildability for new build applications.

Well-being

An indication of the impact on occupant health and well-
being for new build application.

1. Fabric Energy Efficiency -
reducing demand

2. Efficient Systems Designs -
reducing consumption

3. Low or Zero Carbon 
Technologies - offsetting

Tackling the climate crisis; 
the principals of net zero building design
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1. Fabric Energy Efficiency “On average there are 2,000 deaths from overheating in
the UK each year” [UKGBC:2017]

Daylighting

• Reduces energy consumption for lighting

• Connection to outside for users

• Linked to health & well-being

• Research has shown that natural lighting  
improves productivity, happiness and  
cognitive ability

• Can cause discomfort if designed poorly

• Increased glazing = increased solar gain

• Glare control needs careful planning in all  
daylightdesigns

• Large amounts of glazing may result in a  
higher performance specification of glass,  
adding capital cost to the proposal

Insulation

• Insulation is essential for reducing heat  
loss

• Can be retro-fitted to provide a reduction  
in heating bills

• Insulation can also help to reduce noise

• Thermal bridging must be considered

• Retrofitting can cause moisture/damp
problems if not managed correctly

• Thermal lining can reduce the levels of
exposed mass in existing buildings and
thus contribute to overheating

Overheating

• Industry assessment methods TM52 and  
TM59 exceed Building Regulations

• Early design modelling can strike a  
balance for good design, even in future  
climate scenarios

• Can affect health of occupants

• Can cause discomfort and reduce  
productivity in schools and offices

• Needs to be balanced with acoustics

• Additional duties and associated fees for  
project teams above and beyond BR
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2. Efficient Systems Design
“Energy efficiency belongs at the heart of a low-
carbon economy by making our energy system  
more sustainable, we can reduce bills and drive
down greenhouse gas emissions” [DECC:2012]

BMS

• Sophisticated control system

• Future Adaptability

• Centralised system - no manual readings

• Enables data interrogation for continuous  
improvement systems (noticing  
inefficiencies - post occupancy)

• Often left idle, with no use for data

• Select the right data to avoid overload

• Under-used in comparison to its potential
- computer sits in security room

• Poorly designed BMS can conflict with  
one another - open protocol systems  
interoperability

Efficient Controls & Zoning

• Minimises the risk of resource misuse

• Beneficial to the lifetime of the system  
operation (energy bills)

• Provides flexibility and future adaptation  
for design (eg. Open plan to cellular)

• Demand-driven control systems

• Costs more upfront to install

• If manual override then open plans zones  
can be conflicting with one another

• Automatic control systems can be  
frustrating to end-user (eg lighting  
turning off around you)

Luminaire Selection

• Lighting is the largest regulated energy  
load in buildings

• Early design involvement can develop a  
robust selection to minimise this load

• Lighting design is crucial in providing  
comfort and occupant satisfaction

• Often value engineered to cheaper  
solutions without life-cycle approach

• More expensive than investment in  
traditional light sources

• Poor lighting design can directly impact  
on productivity and is important for  
health and safety
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“69% of the operational emissions from the built  
environment was used for heatings in buildings,  
totaling 10% of total UK carbon emissions” [UKGBC: 2017]

3. Low or Zero Carbon Technologies

Photovoltaic Panels (PV)

• Wide range of installation options

• Can be building integrated (eg wall)

• Can be grid connected

• Well established technology in the UK  
market

• Regular cleaning for best performance

• Performance relative to sun availability

• Requires careful planning and positioning  
to achieve optimal performance and  
payback

Air Source Heat Pump

• Reversible to provide cooling

• Flexible and scale-able technology

• Relatively low cost, replace electric  
storage

• Becoming more established in the UK  
market as a source of heating

• Enhanced maintenance requirements

• Additional complexity in design

• Outdoor unit required: visual limitation

• Potential noise disturbance

• Optimal performance when heating is ran  
at low temperatures

Ground Source Heat Pump

• Can be used for space heating and hot  
water

• Reversible to provide cooling

• Relatively low maintenance

• Long life expectancy

• Ground conditions may not be suitable

• Cost of installing the ground coil may be  
prohibitively high

• To achieve a high coefficient of  
performance the running temperatures  
need to be low supply in heating mode

Solar Hot Water

• Simple and robust design

• Good price to performance ratio

• Well-developedtechnology

• Wide range of roof/mounting options

• Two systems available: flat-plate or  
evacuated tube

• Performance relative to sun availability

• Increased space required for storage

• Cannot be relied upon for full heating or  
hot water load, will require back-up and  
top-up via traditional system

• Maintenance requirements
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“As of 2017 there were more than 17,000 heat
networks in the UK” [UKGBC:2017]

Combined Heat & Power

• Provides continuous supply of electricity

• Can be powered by biofuel

• Can produce electricity and heat

• High operating efficiencies can be  
achieved if heat generated is fully utilised

• Requires regular planned maintenance

• Lots of mechanical parts

• Requires predictable and constant loads  
for optimum performance

• Typically, to be cost-effective CHP  
require a minimum of 4000 - 5000 hrs of  
operation per annum

Biomass

• Potential source of heat and energy

• Flexible and scale-able technology

• Can generate energy on continual basis

• Can be an economic alternative to fossil  
fuels

• Enhanced maintenance requirements

• Additional complexity in design

• Sourcing, transporting & storage of fuel

• Potential air quality conflict

• Requires expertise in facilities  
management

Wind Turbines

• Allows for on-site generation of electricity

• Can be grid connected

• Turbines can be free-standing, building  
mounted or building augmented

• Capital cost can be high relative to output

• Building mounted turbines can  
create structural vibration and noise  
implications

• Access for maintenance may be an issue

• Best Performance will be obtained in non-
urban locations

District Heating

• Provides adaptability for the future

• Centralised maintenance

• Payback over life-cycle

• Consistent hot water provision

• Reduction in space requirements  
compared to individual systems

• Requires lots of heat density area’s to be  
efficient

• Large infrastructure investment

• Distribution losses for wide-spread  
districts would make the technology  
unviable

• Complex to connect existing systems

3. Low or Zero Carbon Technologies
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Other Considerations “Clean growth means growing income whilst cutting
greenhouse gas emissions” [UK Gov2018]

Electric Car Charging

• Actively encouraging a de-carbonised grid  
across the city scape

• Delivering energy to charge electric  
vehicles using renewable technologies

• Become a ‘trail blazer’ city

• Encourages lower emissions in the city

• Capital Cost increases

• Increase in space allocation

• Under-used whilst the population catches  
up

• Ongoing maintenance implications  
in comparison to normal car parking  
facilities

Simple Building Design

• Less costly, simpler systems

• Encourages exemplar build quality that  
last for the buildings lifetime

• Provides the end user with full control

• Lower energy use, bills and lower carbon

• No complex energy agreements

• Often value engineered to cheaper  
solutions without life-cycle approach

• Current building regulations focus on  
carbon and not energy, which allows  
poor fabric to dominate new builds (no  
incentive)

• More expensive than investment in  
traditional design approach

Air Quality

• Supports clean growth

• Strong links with health and wellbeing

• Be a trail blazer city and set targets for  
healthy environments

• Encourages environments that are well  
ventilated and human focused

• Capital Cost increases

• Limits the use of CHP/Biomass  
technologies

• Increase maintenance of filters

• New systems unfamiliar to end users

• Ongoing maintenance implications
in comparison to traditional design
approaches

Battery Storage

• Ability to charge in off-peak windows

• Supporting off-grid applications

• Incentives available for applications by  
government led schemes

• Independence and reliability in energy  
delivery

• Costs more upfront to install

• Newer technology

• More complex management system to
ensure energy delivery (no provider to
liaise with)

• Maintenance implications
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Delivering Zero Carbon

Building FabricBuilding Fabric

Air Source Heat Pumps

Building Fabric

Office building

Journey to Zero Carbon
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Photovoltaic Panels  
(PV)

Building Fabric

11.7 0

Building Fabric

Increased Photovoltaic  
Panels (PV)

Zero Carbon
Energy Performance Certificate

*excludes embedded carbon

Office building Office building Office building Office building Office building

Energy efficientservices Energy efficientservices

Air Source Heat Pumps

Energy efficientservices Energy efficientservices

Air Source Heat Pumps

Current carbon emission factor
of 0.519 KgCO2 per kWh for grid
supplied electricity.

To account for national grid
decarbonisation this factor is to
be reduced in the next Part L
Building Regulation update.

Therefore, the required
photovoltaic array sizes for
carbon neutrality shown should
be considered worst case
scenario.

12.718.119.5
Zero  

Carbon  
Energy  
In Use
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Delivering Zero Carbon

Renewable Technology  
PV

Air Source Heat  
Pump

Biomass Boiler

Hybrid Ventilation  
Low SFP Fans

Energy efficient  
lighting, controls 

and photocell  
dimming

Floor U-Value  
1.0w/m2k

Wall U-Value  
0.12w/m2k

Air Permeability 
3m3/h.m2 at SO  

Pa

OR

Window and Glazed  
Doors 1.0w/m2k

Door U-Value  
1.0w/m2k

A carbon neutral solution
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Limitations
Simulation Limitations

Human Behaviour
- Reducing energy 
requirements

Refurbishments
- Retrofitting low carbon 
technologies

Commissioning
- Accuracy of 
commissioning, seasonal 
commissioning, and 
designing to be 
commissionable

Cost
- Funding projects

Lack of Drivers
- Legal requirements are 
minimum

Embodied Carbon
- Construction materials

Construction Carbon
- Construction Methods

Building Profiles
- How buildings are 
actually utilised compared 
to simulations

Carbon Emission Factors
- Accuracy and source

Unregulated Emissions
- Process systems 
(kitchens, industrial, 
plug in electrical 
appliances)

Practical Limitations



Net Carbon Neutral
Our Company Mission Statement makes our social 
value  commitment ‘…to the environment and the 
community  around us...’

We are signatories to the CIBSE Climate Change 
Action  Plan and UK Building Services Engineers 
Declaration – Climate & Biodiversity Emergency and 
we are proud to be actively becoming ‘net-carbon-
neutral’ to minimise our  impact on the environment.

We are also accredited to ISO14001, environmental  
initiatives include installing low-energy lighting 
and  recycling paper, printer cartridges, plastic, food 
packing  and food waste.

As Building Services Engineers, we are proud to be 
setting  an example on such an important issue, 
through actively  reducing our carbon footprint and 
offsetting of our carbon  emissions.

This is in addition to our ongoing work with 
clients to  deliver zero carbon development.

“The key elements for a zero 
carbon future would include 
efficient and reliable low energy 
zero carbon technologies and 
intelligent infrastructure systems,  
supported by visionary and robust 
governance and policy with 
engaged communities”

ZeroCarbonHub: 2015

“There are 12 years left to prevent global  
temperatures rising beyond 1.5oC which would  
cause very severe impacts”

IPCC Climate Change 2018



SDS: Capability Statement

Services Design Solution Ltd.

Plymouth Office:
20-23 Mary Seacole Road,  

The Millfields,

Plymouth PL1 3JY  

01752 255900

mark.plant@sdsolution.co.uk

Exeter Office:
6 Kew Court, Rydon Lane,  

Pynes Hill,

Exeter EX2 5AZ  

01392 444105

james.laughlin@sdsolution.co.uk

BristolOffice:
First Floor, Units 5 & 6,  

Westfield Park, Clevedon,  

Bristol BS21 6UA
01275 872963

alan.watson@sdsolution.co.uk
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